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Foreword
My special thanks go to Mr. Armen Aslanian (son of Mr. Yu. Arslan) for granting access to materials from his family
archives and for his support with coin assessment. They also go to one modest Moscow collector and researcher who
refers to himself simply as Gunter, who shared some ideas and helped with identifying the coin, finding additional
information in literature and provided copies of some prints that were not known or accessible to me when I started
researching this subject. I further thank Konstantin Chertov from Rostov-on-Don who gave a hint on which year the edge
of coin may belong to, and to another helpful soul for sharing Zander’s print from his library. My additional thanks go to
administration of coinpeople.com and staraya-moneta.ru, for making it easy for us to discuss some aspects concerning
this coin on their respective forums and to all who contributed to healthy discussion. My views and conclusions may not
necessary be fully in tune with opinions of the above mentioned fine people, as they reflect my own impartial opinion of
the coin in focus that I formed with everyone’s collective assistance after researching and studying available materials and
the significance of the coin. I hope this little research will assist to place this coin in its rightful place in Russian
numismatics.

E. Skobtchenko

Description
Russia
Pattern Constantine I 1825 rouble with СПБ letters for St. Petersburg mint. Silver 900, 20.73 g., 35 mm. Edge inscription «СЕР.
83 1/3 ПРОБЫ 4 ЗОЛ. 82 14/25 ДОЛИ». ↑↓ die axis. Antiquarian forgery or more likely an unauthorised novodel made at St.
Petersburg mint, pressed with newly cut dies. This UNC specimen, copy of the original pattern Constantine I rouble, was struck in
a ring on one of a blank silver pieces used for 1845 roubles, presumably at that time. Bit-H3 (R4), Uzd-1491/1492(!!).
This beautiful antiquarian copy (possible novodel) of the No Reign
Emperor Constantine pattern rouble is from Mr. Youpe Arslan’s
(Hagop Aslanian) collection (North Hollywood in Los Angeles,
California, USA).
It has an attractive old patina and a flawless strike with reflective fields. Only light evidence of handling and it is well described in
the literature by such fine numismatists and researchers in Russian numismatics as Prof. Spasski, Mr. Fuchs, Mr. Zander and it
was also known to Mr. Uzdenikov, who valued its realistic presentation higher than Troubetzkoy’s forgery. (see p. 6; extract 5)
Fuchs and early Spasski believed that it was possibly produced at a St. Petersburg mint by a medallist who tried to prove that he
could make better dies than original; if there was such a thing as a novodel pattern Constantine I rouble produced with newly cut
dies, this coin would be the best possible suitor. Fuchs also believed that this type of Constantine 1825 rouble forgery or possible
novodel (with real rouble physical parameters, in silver and with edge-inscription) was rarer than original coins and thus was a
significant coin in Russian numismatics! (see p. 5 and 9; extract 3 and 5)
It is important to note, that twenty two years ago, a sister coin of this same type (slightly lighter) was auctioned off by MiM
(Монеты и Медали) Auction House in Russia, with an estimated price of USD15,000-USD18,000 (1998), yet there are reasons to
believe the coin from Arslan’s collection is a superior collectors’ item. There are only two such coins known, made on original
silver pieces with edge inscription and at the mint’s highest technological level, which makes them extremely rare. The Arslan
and MiM collectable specimens are at the top of the technological pyramid. Lower grade copies of these two coins (pressed with
their dies, made at a poorer level of technology or not on original silver blanks) were reported by Prof. Spasski, Zander and Fuchs
in their works. (see extracts 1, 3 and 6)
The Arslan coin is described in numismatic literature as a New Hollywood or Beirut Constantine Rouble. The diagram on the next
page demonstrates how close the Arslan coin has come to the original pattern rouble of Constantine I, made in 1825. It is truly
the best antiquarian forgery, the image of which comes closer to the original than any other, displaying a real medallist’s skill
and a level of technological sophistication of top mints, making it the best candidate for being considered a novodel. As
Randolph Zander put it, Arslan’s collection copy is “a bit too bold (portrait-wise), but there are barely perceptible surface
inadequacies” (see extract 6).
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Analysis, history and traces in numismatic literature
The purpose of this work is to demonstrate why Uzdenikov, Fuchs and early Spasski believed that Arslan’s coin was of the
highest class of antiquarian forgeries of the Constantine pattern rouble, and that it has an extreme prospect of being the
rarest of them all – an unauthorized novodel, made at St. Petersburg mint. An attempt will be made to provide supportive
materials in favor of its novodel nature, deciphering a possible year for when this coin could have been made and at which mint:
Warsaw or St. Petersburg.
This beautiful copy of the pattern rouble of the Constantine I came to Youpe Arslan from his brother in Argentina. Professor
Spasski had been in touch with Mr. Arslan in the 1980s, who also happened to be able to communicate in Russian with him.
Their correspondence resulted in Mr. Arslan sending Prof. Spasski professionally taken pictures of the coin and later the coin
itself, which Prof. Spasski returned to Mr. Arslan after studying and taking pictures of the edge. He also returned the originally
supplied pictures that Prof. Spasski had taken copies of, and later used them for his own publication.
At the end of this article you can find all the extracts of the original materials used.
Here is how Prof. Spasski described the story (see extract 1):
“Throughout 1981, we continued corresponding actively with Yu. Arslan, who lives in New Hollywood (USA). The starting point
was his request to confirm the authenticity of one coin: the silver (900) rouble of Constantine, weighing 20.71 g, that was minted
at a high technological level, with opposing sides like on a genuine coin ↑↓, there is an inscription pressed inwards into the
edge: “СЕР. 83 1/3 ПРОБЫ 4 ЗОЛ. 82 14/25 ДОЛИ". In essence it matches the rouble types of 1810-1885, but its outline just
proves forgery. Instead of the old-fashioned, relatively shallow and not very thin inward pressed letters of the first half of the
century, we see, as it were, applied with a thin pen, the composed letters of the inscription replacing the previous one in 1850.
According to the owner, the coin was received from his brother living in Argentina, where he’d moved in 1928 from Lebanon,
where their parents lived after fleeing in 1914 from Turkish Armenia. Mr. Arslan wrote that this coin has been in their family for
a long time…”
According to Arslan family recollections, Spasski’s story is correct, they add that the coin was bought by Mr. Arslan from their
cousin, who he paid for the coin $25,000 USD in or around 1973.
Mr. Arslan’s communication with Prof. Spasski runs over the course of 4- 5 years. In that time they exchanged the pictures and
thoughts. Presented below are the envelope from Prof. Spasski, pictures that he returned in 1985 and photographs of the
original Hermitage coin he supplied for comparison, plus his visual analysis (from Arslan’s family archive).
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Authentic coin from Hermitage supplied to Mr. Arslan by Prof. Spasski
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Reverse of one of the photographs supplied by Prof. Spasski labeled “1 original” (Hermitage)

Working out the differences and nuances of two portraits
(the Hermitage coin and the copy made by Spasski from the Arslan coin)
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Photographs supplied to Prof. Spasski by Mr. Arslan (taken by ANA in 1979)
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Reverse of one of the photographs supplied by Mr. Arslan (ANA)

Additional close up shots of the Arslan coin (ANA)
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Prof. Spasski’s reasoning continues in his publication (see extract 1):
“… however, the presence of the edge inscription that has become known on the roubles of Constantine only in 1879,
and an extremely rare for Russian numismatics die axis, convinced me that the forgery could not be made earlier than 1880,
when the "secret" of the original pattern coin became common knowledge. Back in 1976, I found out that Fuchs became the
owner of the Constantine rouble, brought to Frankfurt from Leningrad by a certain "Israeli". It turned out that this was not the
authentic rouble mentioned above (in a part of the article concerning original coins) without an edge inscription, and not the
problematic sixth, edged specimen. When I already had photos and casts of a Hollywood coin, Fuchs, who was preparing an
article for the magazine of his society, on counterfeiting Constantine roubles, sent me a cast of his coin (#4 in Fuchs’s article) that
conveyed very well the edge inscription, photographs, and also the galvanic copy of his rouble. After that, I was convinced that
both forgeries were identical!”
And in conclusion, Prof. Spasski writes this: “... So, in front of us is a forgery of the highest class that was made using a
compressed ordinary rouble coin of the 19th century.”
Now, we may agree with the first part of his conclusion, as it is well supported by Arslan’s coin examination, however we have
no choice but to challenge the second part and the statement: that the forgery could not be made earlier than 1880 (before the
secret of ↑↓ die axis and edge inscription came out in 1879). There are reasons to believe that this coin was made in 1845.
It’s hard to confirm the same for the MiM’s 1998 specimen, as its edge is not available for examination, but the statement above
is highly likely to be true for it as well, if it comes from the same dies, and matches the technological level of the Arslan collection
coin, which is the focus of this article.
Presently, it can be presumed that there were only two extremely well made New Hollywood antiquarian forgeries, or novodels,
in silver, with the edge inscription: one in Arslan’s collection and one auctioned by MiM in 1998 (shown to Spasski in 1955).
There are numerous substandard copies in different materials, made at a lower technological level, with different diameter,
weight and usually plain edge. Prof. Spasski mentioned them further down in his article. One of these was Fuchs’s coin #4 (white
metal, 14.71 g and no edge inscription), that was incorrectly described by Prof. Spasski. (see extract 1 and 3)
The attention to detail demonstrated by the medalist who made the dies for Arslan’s and MiM’s roubles is pretty remarkable. It
can be seen on the diagram on page 2. Further supporting evidence can be found in an article written by V. Nazarov and A.
Chebotarev in 2006, where they described a tin copy of Arslan’s and MiM’s (1998) coins’ type, rather than the sister coins
themselves, as they were not available for examination (see extract 2):
“What is so interesting about this variant of the Constantine rouble copy? First of all, the fact that the dies’ engraver turned out
to be much more attentive and meticulous than the authors of other well-known "authoritative" (Troubetskoy) copies.
If we discard a lot of other details, the genuine rouble of Constantine I has two characteristic features that went unnoticed by
the die cutters of the previously described (Troubetskoy) copies, but which the engravers who cut the ‘best copy’ (MiM’s sister
coin to Arslan’s rouble) and ‘Budnikovsky’ rouble (tin copy of Arslan’s and MiM’s coins’ type) noticed and repeated in finer
points.
The first is a small dot under the left talon of an eagle, which is present on Troubetskoy rouble and is absent on the original. The
second is hidden in the trefoil decoration clinging alongside the rim of the coin. The genuine die engravers possibly have made a
mistake in calculating spacing between the trefoils, and the one trefoil decoration over the number ‘1’ (in ‘... 21 ДОЛИ...’) has a
‘lonely’ leaf instead of the full trefoil decoration.”
Here are the markers, as described above, that make the authentic pattern roubles and Arslan’s collection rouble similar, and at
the same time different from the famous Troubetskoy copy (you may need to zoom in, to see the points better):
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To support the opinion that Arslan’s collection rouble is better than Troubetskoy’s forgery, here is a presentation of the sister
coin to the Arslan rouble, which was mentioned above several times. This is the only known auction of one of two Constantine I
roubles of the New Hollywood type. Here is an extract from 1998 MiM (Монеты и Медали) catalog, auction 9, lot 123 (see
extract 4):

It translates as follows: “1 rouble 1825. СПБ. Portrait of Constantine. Antiquarian forgery (copy). Edge: inscription. Silver. 20.43
g. Condition XF. See Uzd#1490 (!!). Magnificent copy of the famous rouble of Emperor Constantine, in quality it is superior to
“Troubetskoy’s rouble”. Estimated price: $15,000-$18,000 / 90000-100000 roubles (at that time)”
rd

This same coin was later described in the 3 issue of 2004 “Coins and Medals” catalog of the Ekaterina Antiquarian Salon in
Moscow. There is the following image and description of a New Hollywood Constantine rouble (see extract 5):

“This is one of the best currently know copies of the legendary Constantine rouble 1825, according to the official verdict of State
Historical Museum (by V.V. Uzdenikov). The consistency between the reproduction and the authentic coin in this copy surpasses
the rouble of Troubetskoy – the forgery that was minted in XIX c. at the Paris mint… In 1955 this coin was shown to I.G Spasski,
and in his opinion, if it was known that novodel coins were produced at the mint with newly cut dies, this copy of Constantine
rouble could be considered as such.”
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It is possible that Prof. Spasski forgot his 1955 assessment of the coin above, as he wrote the work published in 1991, or he may
not have realised that this coin was a sister coin to Arslan’s rouble, when he referred to it as a New Hollywood rouble, giving the
type a name. Obviously, the connection that this coin and Arslan’s coin come from the same dies was not picked up by the
authors of the last two shown publications as well. This link was suggested only this year by Gunter, in the topic where Arslan’s
coin was presented by E. Skobtchenko, to the Russian numismatic community.
A close assessment of Arslan’s and MiM’s images concluded that they matched 100% and must have originated from the same
pair of dies.
Here are the physical parameters of Arslan’s collection rouble: silver 900, 20.73 g., 35 mm. Edge inscription «СЕР. 83 1/3 ПРОБЫ
4 ЗОЛ. 82 14/25 ДОЛИ». ↑↓ die axis.
Mr. Youpe Arslan’s son, Armen Aslanian, has kindly measured his father’s coin on my request.

It was very pleasing to get a confirmation that his coin’s diameter was 35.5 mm and its thickness was within the expected
thickness of an UNC rouble of that time.
Next, I hunted to find a regular strike rouble with an edge that matched in form and style the one found on Arslan’s collection
coin. I already had a hint from Mr. Chertov, who examined the edge images, to look for similar edges among 1844-1845 coins. I
started with examining 1825 coins and finished with 1880s, as was suggested by Prof. Spasski in his article, including Warsaw
mint coin edges, just to make sure I didn’t miss a thing. Mr. Chertov happened to be correct in his assessment.
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In extract 1 you can see a scan of the edge of
Arslan’s rouble as it was presented in 1991 Prof.
Spasski’s article.
On the left is a set of modern pictures of Arslan’s
rouble with the inscription fully legible: «СЕР. 83 1/3
ПРОБЫ 4 ЗОЛ. 82 14/25 ДОЛИ» (20.73g, 35.5 mm).
Below it presented the edge of 1 rouble 1845 СПБ КБ
(also 20,73 g., 35.5 mm).
One may call it an indirect proof that the Arslan Coin
was struck on a silver blank, from stock prepared
for the minting of roubles from that period, and
was possibly minted in 1845, when this type of edge
inscription was in use at St. Petersburg mint on silver
rouble blanks. But proof it is!

The best markers are the shapes of the letters and
numbers as well as the combination of the “closed 2”
in “82” and the “closed 4” in “4 ЗОЛ”. I found that a
shape of Russian letter “З” in «ЗОЛ.» was somewhat
different on 1844 coin’s edges and the best fit was
found in 1845, though 1844 coin edges were also
very similar.

Evidence supporting my ‘edge hypothesis’ comes from 1845 СПБ КБ (St. Petersburg mint) roubles as pictured below. The weight,
the edge description, the diameter and the production technology for striking the same 35.5 mm ring – match in both coins. That
contradicts the statement made by Prof. Spasski that Arslan’s collection coin was made on a flattened rouble and no earlier than
in 1880. It appears that Arslan’s collection antiquarian forgery or a possible novodel rouble was made on a new, edged blank
silver piece prepared for 1845 СПБ КБ rouble. And it can be reasonably assumed that it was in fact struck in 1845 at St.
Petersburg mint by one of the medallists, who made dies for it 20 years later, after the original pattern roubles were made, the
common nomenclature for such coins: ‘novodels’.
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This supports early Spasski and Fuchs predictions that Arslan’s collection rouble is the best candidate to be elected as a novodel
coin, made with newly cut dies, and probably in strict secret. The history, the technological level and silver piece employed to
make Arslan’s coin all point to this fact. It is no surprise, then, that in this time the rim trefoil decoration issue over the number
“1” (in «21 ДОЛИ») has not been forgotten by the old engravers, and it was pedantically replicated on the dies used to produce
Arslan’s rouble, which in turn makes it a realistic, unauthorised, novodel. A very rare novodel at that, as Nicholas I was still the
ruler of all Russia and his sense of humour in such matters was not great, after the tragic events of his acceding to the throne in
December 1825. Even though Grand Duke Constantine Pavlovich of Russia had passed away in 1831, it was still daring to make
dies and a couple of realistically looking coins where Constantine was portrayed as a tsar. This could have cost the ‘prankster’
more than just his position.
In light of these findings the description of the New Hollywood copy of Constantine I rouble by Willy Fuchs, from his 1984
publication, is the most peculiar.
On the picture he presented what appears his own
(inferior) copy of New Hollywood Constantine I rouble in
white metal with correct ↑↓ die axis positioning,
14.71g. and without the edge inscription. Here is what
Fuchs writes about this coin (see extract 3):
th

“4. During my visit to Moscow and Leningrad from 12
th
to 16 of November 1983, I’ve learnt some interesting
details about the so-called Hollywood Constantine
rouble. Prof. Spasski informed me that one Armenian
man, Arslan from Beirut, now living in New Hollywood,
sent him an 1825 Constantine rouble with the edge
inscription. Mr. Arslan firmly believed that he owned
one of the 5 roubles minted in 1825. However, a check in the Hermitage showed that it was a copy made in St. Petersburg in
1880s. A medalist from the mint has cut two dies for it. He was probably trying to prove that he was able to produce dies that
were finer than the originals. On close examination, one can say that he actually succeeded. As far as it can be determined, one
copy was struck in silver and two copies in white metal (tin alloy) by this pair of dies. The silver one was minted in a ring, and as it
was released during the 1880s it has an edge inscription as on other roubles of that time. The two white metal copies, on the
other hand, have smooth edges. One of these two pieces was bought by a man named Savinov in the city of Ufa, USSR, and
presented to the Hermitage, where it is still today. The other specimen was owned by a young man named Smirnov. When he
returned to his hometown of Arsamas (USSR) after his military service, he discovered that his piece had been stolen. It is
probably the sample shown above. The "Hollywood" rouble is considered the most beautiful of all Constantine roubles and is
rarer than the original.”
In Prof. Spasski’s article he pictured Arslan’s rouble alongside with Fuchs’s roubles as two best forgery examples, failing to notice
that Fuchs’s coin is an inferior copy (see extract 1):
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However, as mentioned above, Fuchs’s rouble was made of a tin alloy and had a plain edge.
The rest of Spasski’s assessment in 1983, as it was presented by Fuchs, is really interesting and reasonable as it was in agreement
with Arslan’s coin examination; with one exception that Arslan’s coin was not made in or after 1880s, but on an 1845 rouble
silver blank, which eludes to its most probable year of production – 1845.
Regardless of how Arslan’s collection Constantine I rouble has been described by Spasski and Fuchs in the literature in the past,
as an antiquarian forgery or a most probable novodel, it is an extraordinary coin and an extremely rare and a highly collectable
Russian numismatic specimen. I dearly hope that this research article will assist at placing this significant coin at its rightful place,
on a map of Russian numismatics, gaining it the attention it surely deserves.
In the end, as an additional treat, a couple of extra unedited shots of this magnificent coin are presented below, taken under the
same light conditions, on dark and light backgrounds:
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Original Literature Extracts

Extract 1: И. Г. Спасский. Новое о рубле Константина 1825 г. и его подделках. Из сборника: Константиновский рубль.
Новые материалы и исследования. — Москва, 1991.
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Extract 2: В. Назаров, А. Чеботарев. У лучшей серебряной копии есть оловянный собрат. Антиквариат, № 4, 2006 (article is
available in Южно-российский коллекционер)
“Чем интересен этот вариант копии константиновского рубля? В первую очередь, тем, что резчик ее штемпелей оказался
гораздо более внимательным и дотошным, нежели авторы других известных «авторитетных» копий.
Если отбросить массу других деталей, у подлинного рубля Константина I есть две характерные особенности, которые
остались незамеченными для резчиков штемпелей ранее описанных копий, но которые заметил и в тонкостях повторил
резчик «самой лучшей копии» и «будниковского» рубля. А именно. Первая – небольшая точка под правой (для птицы)
лапой орла, которая имеется у рубля Трубецкого и отсутствует у подлинника. Вторая сокрыта в начертании
трилистникового ободка по-над бортиком монеты. Резчик подлинных штемпелей, вероятно, ошибся в расчетах и над
цифрой «1» («…21 ДОЛЯ…») в круговой надписи гербовой стороны имеется вместо очередного трилистника –
«одинокий» листик.”
Extract 3: Fuchs Willy. Der Konstantin-Rubel von 1825, seine Ceschichte und seine Falschungen. Geldgeschichtliche Nachrichten
102, 1984.
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Extract 4: Каталог аукцион фирмы «Монеты и Медали». Аукцион 9, лот 123, 1998.

Extract 5: Kaталог «Монеты и медали» антикварного салона «Екатерина», выпуск №3, лето-осень 2004 г.
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Extract 6: Zander Randolph. The Silver Roubles & Yefimoks of Romanov Russia 1654-1915. Russian Numismatic Society, 1996.
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